THE
WINDOWS
OF YOUR LIFE ...

Merel Duguay, President, Supreme Windows
Shippagan, NB.
We at Supreme Windows of Shippagan would like
to thank you for your constant reliability in meeting
delivery schedules, for your outstanding products and
for your product warranty. We have been delighted by
our partnership with you since 2002 and hope it will be
long-lived.

Patrick Cyr
Edmundston, NB.
For friendly, professional service, an outstanding
 arranty and an incredible team, providing years of
w
remarkable service, Jacy Construction and staff say
THANK YOU!

WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS SAY

WHAT OUR
CUSTOMERS SAY
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Guy LeGresley, Retail Owner, LeGresley Home
Building Centre Home Hardware
Miramichi, NB.

T-Rio Windows and Doors supplies excellent products at
excellent prices. You provide amazing after-sales service
to customers, giving us peace of mind. We sell T-Rio
products to our customers, confident they are getting
the best product, price and service for their budget.

MEETING YOUR NEEDS...
For over 50 years, T-Rio Doors & Windows has been offering superior products, in the latest
models and at affordable prices. Every window we make has been designed and manufactured
to meet your needs in any climate, while providing many years of service.
T-Rio Doors & Windows PVC windows require virtually no maintenance and are easy to use,
ensuring maximum security and comfort.
We have one of the industry’s highest consumer satisfaction ratings—because we are committed
to meeting your needs.
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ALL PRODUCTS
CASEMENT & AWNING WINDOWS

HYBRID WINDOWS

Beauty, comfort and security

For the best of both worlds:
+ Aluminum’s beauty and durability;
+ Energy efficiency, combined with the ease of
installing and maintaining PVC products.

SLIDING WINDOWS

TURN & TILT WINDOWS

Exceptional price-quality ratio

Our European-style turn & tilt windows have been
developed for North America’s residential,
commercial and institutional markets.

Our single and double sliding windows are perfect
for tight spaces. Their narrow profiles let in
maximum light, with a better view outdoors.

ALL PRODUCTS

Contemporary styling designed to meet user
needs with sturdy multi-chamber profiles,
ensuring an exceptionally solid, energy-efficient
window.
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HUNG WINDOWS
Design and innovation
Our single- and double-hung windows have been
specifically designed for renovation and
construction projects requiring top quality
materials.

CASEMENT & AWNING WINDOWS
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CASEMENT & AWNING WINDOWS
Contemporary styling designed to meet user needs with sturdy multi-chamber profiles,
ensuring an exceptionally solid, energy-efficient window.
+ Rigid 3 1/4” and 4 1/2” welded PVC frame, with or
without brick moulding, plus gypsum and wooden
cage for easier insulation
+ Rigid, welded PVC panels for superior sturdiness and
durability

+ Sealed double energy-efficient glass units, with
argon gas filling, for greater comfort
+ Possibility of triple energy-efficient sealed glass
units with argon gas filling, for optimal sealing and
energy savings.

+ Panel opens 90° for simpler cleaning and greater
security
+ Triple weather-stripping, for maximum protection
against wind, air and water.

BEAUTY, COMFORT AND SECURITY
CHOICE OF FRAMES

Double Glazing
7/8” (22,2mm)

CHOICE OF PANELS

Triple Glazing
1 ¼” (32mm)

CHOICE OF BRICK MOULDINGS

TCA3B
Frame
3 1/4” + MB 1 1/8”
4 3/8”

3 1/4”

4 1/2”

[TCA3F]

[TCA4F]

TCA3B2
Frame
3 1/4” + MB 1 5/8”
4 3/8”

TCA4B
Frame
4 1/2” + MB 1 1/8”
5 5/8”

Colonial
TBM1316

TBM158

TBM31116

TCA5F
Frame
5 1/4”

SLIDING WINDOWS
+ Rigid 3 1/4” and 4 1/2” welded PVC frame, with or
without brick moulding, plus gypsum and wooden
cage

+ Triple weather-stripping, for maximum protection
against wind, air and water

+ Interior panel in the insulated portion of the divider,
near natural air convection

+ Sealed double energy-efficient glass units, with
argon gas filling, for greater comfort

+ Mullion assembly, ensuring rigidity and stability of
combined windows
+ Rigid, welded PVC panels with double sealed units
(total thickness 19 mm — 3/4” or 22.2 mm — 7/8”)

+ Tandem caster panels to facilitate sliding

+ Possibility of triple energy-efficient sealed glass
units with argon gas filling, for optimal sealing and
energy savings
+ Interior screen.

SLIDING WINDOWS

Our single and double sliding windows are perfect for tight spaces. Their narrow profiles let in
maximum light, with a better view outdoors.
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EXCEPTIONAL PRICE-QUALITY RATIO
CHOICE OF FRAMES

Triple Glazing
1 ¼” (32mm)

Double Glazing
7/8” (22,2mm)

CHOICE OF BRICK MOULDINGS

TSS3B
Frame
3 1/4” + MB 1 1/8”
4 3/8”

3 1/4”

4 1/2”

[TSS3F]

[TSS5F]
[TDS5F]

TBM1316

TSS3B2
Frame
3 1/4” + MB 1 5/8”
4 3/8”

TBM158

TBM31116

HUNG WINDOWS
Our single- and double-hung windows have been specifically designed for renovation
and construction projects requiring high quality.

HUNG WINDOWS

+ Rigid 3 1/4” and 4 1/2” welded PVC frame, with or
without brick moulding, plus gypsum and wooden
cage for easier insulation
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+ Rigid, welded PVC panels for superior sturdiness
and durability
+ Panel opens 90° for simpler cleaner and greater
security

+ Sealed double energy-efficient glass units, with
argon gas filling, for greater comfort
+ Possibility of triple energy-efficient sealed glass
units with argon gas filling, for optimal sealing and
energy savings
+ Central latch with secure cam
+ Lifting handle built into panel.

+ Triple weather-stripping, for maximum protection against wind, air and water

Double Glazing
7/8” (22,2mm)

DESIGN AND INNOVATION
CHOICE OF FRAMES

Triple Glazing
1 ¼” (32mm)

CHOICE OF BRICK MOULDINGS

TSH3B
Frame
3 1/4” + MB 1 1/8”
4 3/8”

3 1/4”

4 1/2”

[TSH3F]

[TSH5F]
[TDH5F]

TBM1316

TSH3B2
Frame
3 1/4” + MB 1 5/8”
4 3/8”

TBM158

TBM31116

HYBRID WINDOWS
For the best of both worlds:
+ Aluminum’s beauty and durability

CHOICE OF PANELS

OUR EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH-PERFORMANC
E HYBRID WINDOWS COME
IN DIFFERENT MODELS:
Casement & Awning
Hung
Sliding

Colonial
Double Glazing
7/8” (22,2mm)

THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

Contemporary
Triple Glazing
1 ¼” (32mm)

CHOICE OF FRAMES

Aluminum-PVC
5 3/4”

Aluminum-PVC
6 9/16”

Aluminum-Aluminum
5 3/4”

Aluminum-Aluminum
6 9/16”

HYBRID WINDOWS

+ Energy efficiency, combined with the ease of installing and maintaining
PVC products.
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TILT & TURN WINDOWS
TILT & TURN WINDOWS

Our European-styled turn & tilt windows have been developed for North America’s residential,
commercial and institutional markets.
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+ Multi-chamber frames for better insulation and
structural performance

+ Hand-crank opening mechanism, with secure
single or multipoint latches

+ 5 ¾” and 6 9/16” frames can be tailored to the wall’s
design, with the glass in the warm area

+ Triple weather-stripping, for maximum protection
against wind, air and water

+ The triple panel to 1 5/8” (42 mm) provides R7
performance in all Energy Star zones

+ Sealed double energy-efficient glass units, with
argon gas filling, for greater comfort

+ Continuous, high-quality weatherproofing on
frames and panels for better air- & watertightness
and excellent sound insulation

+ Possibility of triple energy-efficient sealed glass
units with argon gas filling, for optimal sealing and
energy savings

+ Compliance with
requirements

+ Interior screen.
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LEED

Certification

EUROPEAN STYLING,
WITH OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
CHOICE OF FRAMES

Aluminium-PVC
5 3/4”

Aluminium-PVC
6 9/16”

Double Glazing
7/8” (22,2mm)

Triple Glazing
1 ¼” (32mm)

CHOICE OF PANELS

Colonial

Contemporary

PERSONALIZE YOUR WINDOWS
Model Configurations
Select opening system, glazing, mullion and assembly combinations to enhance your home’s
appearance. Talk with one of our experts.

GLAZING
Triple Glazing - 1 1/4” (32mm)

A double-glazed window consists
of two layers of glass and Low-E film
with argon gas filling.

A triple-glazed window consists of three
layers of glass separated by two Low-E
films with argon gas filling.

Double glazing and Low-E film with
argon gas filling is satisfactory for
most needs.

Certain areas may require a triple-glazed
window to minimize heat loss and boost
indoor temperatures the temperature of
interior panes. Generally, triple glazing
delivers better comfort, while minimizing
condensation and noise. Cost is higher
and weight is greater.

Benefits: reduces noise, particularly
in low and medium frequencies
(“slow traffic”), disco music, city traffic.

Benefits: Better thermal insulation, with
a warmer, interior window, to maximize
comfort, while minimizing condensation.
Also significantly reduces the noise of
fast-moving traffic.

HARDWARE

Bar
Tilt latch

Multipoint
locking
system

Encore® Window
Operator
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STANDARD, CUSTOM AND FAKE MULLIONS

Slimline
1/4” x 5/16”

MOST POPULAR
MULLION DESIGNS

Please contact us for information
on other models.

Tubular
1/4”

Georgian
5/8” ou 1”

PERSONALIZE YOUR WINDOWS

Double Glazing - 7/8” (22,2mm)

Flat
5/8”

THE ONLY WINDOW TESTED
AT -30˚C AND AGAINST AGING

WHY -30˚C?
Because Eastern of Canada WINTER TEMPERATURES
USUALLY RANGE FROM 0˚C TO -30˚C

4,500 OPENING/SHUTTING CYCLES

=

COMPARED TO 20˚C FOR THE REST OF THE INDUSTRY!

+ 12 times a day every day
+ 86 times a week
+ 375 times a month

4,500 OPENING/SHUTTING CYCLES

*EQUIVALENCIES BASED ON A FULL YEAR

4 air infiltration tests at 20˚C
4 water resistance and penetration tests at 20˚C
4 air infiltration tests at -30˚C

PERFORMANCE
ModelS

StandardS
Casement NAFS-AAMA/WDMA/CSA
101/I.S.2/A404-11
Single hung NAFS-AAMA/WDMA/CSA
101/I.S.2/A404-11
Single
NAFS-AAMA/WDMA/CSA
sliding
101/I.S.2/A404-11

Airtightness Watertightness

Forced
Entry

Wind Loading

Class

A1 A2 A3

140 | | | | | | | | | 720 720 | | | | | | | | | 4800 F10 F20

R-PG100-C (28” x 63”)

A1 A2 A3

140 | | | | | | | | | 720 720 | | | | | | | | 4080 | F10 F20

R-PG85-H (39” x 63”)

A1 A2 A3

140 | | | | | | | | 620 | 720 | | | | 2880 | | | | | F10 F20

R-PG60-HS (63” x 43”)

PERFORMANCE

Products that were previously had ratings of A, B or C, are now ranged by performance grade (PG). The higher the grade, the better the product’s performance. Performance ratings
as based on windows that are the same size or smaller than those tested.
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ENERGY STAR® Certified. Make sure to choose a window providing excellent insulation and very
high ENERGY EFFICIENCY to cut heating costs, while increasing comfort.
Energy efficiency is expressed in U, R and ER factors:

U=

HEAT LOSS.
YOU WANT A LOW U VALUE.
Maximum: U1.4

R=

INSULATION
CORRESPONDS TO 1/U. YOU WANT
A HIGH R VALUE.
Minimum: R4

ER =

ENERGY EFFICIENCY, OR THE RATIO BETWEEN
HEAT LOSS, INSULATION AND SUNLIGHT
TRANSMITTANCE.
YOU WANT A HIGH ER FACTOR.
Minimum: ER29

ENERGI FENESTRATION SOLUTIONS ARE AAMA CERTIFIED.

extreme heat

rain, humidity,

storms, high winds

cold, snow, ice

AAMA (American Architectural Manufacturers Association) Certification ensure dimensional stability and uniformity, heat and impact
resistance, absence of lead and weather resistance, in extreme heat, rain, humidity, storms, high winds and cold/snow/ice.

ENERGI FENESTRATION SOLUTIONS IS ONE OF CANADA’S ONLY AAMA-CERTIFIED EXTRUDERS.

COLOURS
OUR WINDOW SYSTEMS COME IN A WIDE VARIETY OF COLOURS
TO MATCH YOUR HOME.
+ Over 70 colours
+ High resistance to moisture and abrasion
+ Specially designed for vinyl surfaces
+ Colours stay bright for years.
+ Meets international standards
+ Personalized colours are available by request.

COLOURS

+ Guaranteed against flaking, blistering, cracking and corrosion
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INCREDIBLY
VERSATILE!
We at T-RIO Doors and Windows would be delighted to meet
you and present our line of casement & awning windows to
turn your dreams into reality. We offer a range of standard-sized
windows for new construction. Plus, no additional charge on
nonstandard sizes for your renovation projects.

547 Tobique Road
Grand-Sault
NB Canada E3Y 1B5
1.800.663.TRIO [8746]
506.473.1728
Fax: 506.473.5108

t-rio.com

